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Future Events
Mt St John…………………………………………………………………………...………2nd August
Cave Rescue Practice Weekend…………………………….…………………….1st & 2nd August
Maud Creek Camp ……………………………………………………………………8th & 9th August
Cathu Car Camp……………………………………………………………….…..12th & 13th August
The Spikelets……………………………………………………………………………….16th August
General Meeting…………………………………………………….…………..…...…….19th August
Birthday Hill…………………………………………………………………………………20th August
Brownsey’s Spur…………………………………………………………………………..23rd August
The Beak…………………………………………………………………………………….30th August
Eastern End of Diamond Cliffs ………………………………………………………5th September
Mt Britton ……………………………………………………………………………..…6th September
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From the Editor
An early notice to let everyone know that after several years, Kerry will be stepping down from the Secretary’s
position later this year when the AGM is held. Please consider taking on the role - it doesn’t involve a huge time
commitment.
August has a lot of variety on offer so it should be a great month of walking.
A big Thank you to everyone who has sent me photos and write ups this month – it keeps the newsletter interesting.
Happy walking everyone.

Our Publicity Officer is June Bradley

zippa2@southernphone.com.au
Please email June any photos you think would
look good in the newspaper

Items for the next newsletter should
be sent to
jennywooding@dodo.com.au
prior to 25th August

Key to Walks Grading System
Distance
S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Terrain

Terrain

1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling
8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only
8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock
Scrambling using hands, technical

Future Events
All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before
undertaking your walk.

Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks
Mt St John
Sunday 2nd August

steep slopes, steep scrambles, long grass,
spear grass, lantana.
Mt St John is a small prominent mountain in the
Crediton area. Good views should be available
from the summit. Mt Dalrymple to the north, Mt
Britton and Teemburra areas to the east and
the Glenden area to the west.
Be prepared for long grass and scratchy
vegetation so longs are recommended. You
will need to carry water for the whole day.

Leader:
Frances Eiteneuer 49576028
Depart:
7:00am
Journey:
200km $20.00
Map Ref:
Hillalong 549495
Grade: M65
Estimated walking time: 5 hours. Total of all
uphill sections: 450m. Pace: slow uphill,
average down. Terrain: very uneven.
Vegetation: open forest. Expect: some
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Cave Rescue Practice Weekend
1st and 2nd August

less immediately and the day from then on will
be “dry”. We will head up the “likely ridge”
towards the end of Black Snake Road hoping to
meet up with advance point that we achieved
on our recent day walk in the area, and then
follow the day route track to the end of Black
Snake Road.
As this camp is a through walk, we will need to
arrange some sort of car shuffle.
You must book to attend this walk with the
preferred booking method being email
steven.morgan61@gmail.com and including
your phone number in the email.

Cave Rescue practice week end - The
Chillagoe Caving Club are organizing a cave
rescue week end at the caves in the Mt Etna
area just north of Rockhampton on the week
end of 1/2 August. If anyone is interested
contact
Steven
Morgan
for
more
information (0418882817,
steven.morgan61@gmail.com).
Maud Creek Falls Camp
Saturday 8th and Sunday 9th August

Cathu Midweek Car Camp
Wednesday 12th & Thursday 13th August
This will be an investigative car based camp.
For more information, contact Coral on
49578474. PLEASE BOOK BY MONDAY 10TH.
There is a “Plan B” if the weather is not idea.

Leader: Steven Morgan (4954 0037, 0418 882
817)
Depart 7:00am
Journey: 200km $20.00
Camp Fee: $5.75 per person.
Map Ref: Mirani 607767 (all grid refs for this
walk are AGD 66)
Day 1:
Estimated walking time: 5 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 0m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: rain forest,
open forest Expect: some steep slopes, some
rockhopping, lantana, leeches, swimming
holes, creek crossings
Grade: M86
Day 2:
Estimated walking time: 5 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 280m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: rain forest,
open forest Expect: some steep slopes,
lantana.
Grade: M86
What to bring: Adequate backpack, water
proof sleeping shelter, sleeping bag, wet
weather gear, food for 2 days, cooking stove
(NO OPEN FIRES ARE ALLOWED) and
cooking and eating equipment, reliable torch,
personal first aid equipment.
On Saturday we will take the standard route
from the end of Chelman’s Road into Maud
Creek Falls. With a whole day at our disposal
we should have no problems reaching the falls.
We will camp a short distance above the falls
where there is some flat ground. There is
plenty of good creek water supply for camping.
Maud Creek Falls themselves can be
descended without too much difficulty with the
assistance of a handline.
On Sunday, we will leave the creek more or

The Spikelets
Sunday 16th August
Leader:
Garry Hendicott 49440236 or
Jenny 0447091532
Depart:
6am
Grade:
M55
Journey:
240km $24.00
Map Ref:
Mirani 8655 Ed3, 662298E,
7632193N GDA94
Estimated Walking Time 5 hours Total
Ascent: 480m Pace: Average Terrain: Open
bush, some moderately steep ridges. Expect:
long grass, obstacles underfoot, rocks to
explore, something different.
The Spikelets are three interesting little
volcanic plugs in the centre of Homevale NP.
This is a brand new walk with much variety. At
Spikelet One, sit in the “High Cave” admiring
the view to the horizon. Stand under the
“Hidden Arch”. Hang ten on “Wave Rock”.
On the way up a ridge to “Panorama Peak”
beware the gaze of the giant “Alien Head”
guarding the entrance to “Lost World”.
Perch precariously on “Panorama Peak” right in
the heart of Homevale. Explore the caves
below.
Travel easily across to the third Spikelet. Here
there is plenty as yet unexplored. “Lost World”
is hidden within a ring formed by the
spectacular remains of this Spikelet. We will
attempt an exploratory circumnavigation of this
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Spikelet looking for a way into the “Lost World”
and a closer look at the giant “Alien Head”.
Who knows what we will find, therein lays the
adventure.
Note the early start.

remote valley in Eungella National Park below
Mt Dalrymple.
The Spur has historic meaning for the Brownsy
and Drury families. For Graham a former
member
with great local knowledge, we will also install a
new commemorative plaque. Bring plenty of
water!

Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm
Wednesday 19th August
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and
Community Support Association Centre 60
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and
visitors welcome. Induction by Frances and
Kerry

The Beak
Sunday 30th August
Leader: Jenny Wooding
49440236,
0447091532, jennywooding@dodo.com.au
Depart :
7:00am
Journey:
320km $32.00
Map Ref:
Proserpine
875567
Grade:
S44
Estimated Walking Time 4 hours Pace
Average Terrain Beach, tracks, rocks
Vegetation Minor bush and scrub Total uphill
100m Expect Some scrambling, jellyfish,
sand, mangroves, stunning scenery. This is a
relatively easy walk starting off on tracks to a
coral beach and then up to a lookout. We then
head off track to 5 other deserted beaches.
Several Whitsunday Islands can be viewed
from the beaches and lookout. This year I am
planning on doing the walk in reverse to take
advantage of the tides. There will be
opportunities to swim but it may be a good idea
to bring reef shoes if taking a dip. In the past
this walk has had naked people, whales and
dugongs so be prepared for the unexpected.

Birthday Hill (Grasstree Rd)
Thursday 20th August
Leader: Coral Morgan 49578474, 0407164856
Depart: 8am, from leader’s house, 2 Forsyth St
Journey: 70km $7
Map Ref: Mackay 345 369
Grade: S43
This was the location where we celebrated the
birthdays of Paul and Frances with a cake that
did not travel very well. We will be walking
along a network of farm tracks on a grazing
property, taking in the extensive views from
various vantage points. From the hilltop we
plan a short downhill foray through a patch of
thick scrub to check out the vegetation. Some
lantana could be encountered on the margins.
Expect a relatively easy, relaxing day suitable
for all walkers.
Brownsey's Spur
Sunday 23rd August
Leader: Kate Brunner 49588436
(if unable, Kevin Smith 49696068 will
lead, but wait for further notice)
Depart: 6 am
Journey: 140km $14.00
Grade: M65
We park at Fig creek on Mt Charlton rd.
Estimated walking time:7 hours. Uphill
sections: about 500m Pace: average Terrain:
Uneven forest, vines and logs, uphill, first
gentle, later steep to Spur, all
downhill on way back. Some loose rocks, stony
outcrops, shady rainforest merging into
grasstrees and
tall gums. From a halfway-rocky outcrop we
see down onto the Mt. Charlton area.
Brownsey's Spur, 626m, offers views into a

Eastern End of Diamond Cliffs
Saturday 5th September
Leader: Kevin Smith 49696068
We will drive up past the lagoon to the end of
the 4WD road and do a day walk to the Cave.
Could camp that night at the township and do
Sunday’s day walk. Book by Wednesday 2nd
September.
More information next month
Mt Britton
Sunday 6th September
Leader: Coral Morgan 49578474
We will access the mountain via a relatively
easy route. Book by Wednesday 2nd
September. More information next month.
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Previous Activities
Cut Creek 28
June 2015
The day was overcast and combining with an earlier start
3 potential starters opted to stay in bed. Our party of six
left town just after 6am and met up with Kate at Eton.
There had obviously been overnight rain so we hoped that
might mean a bit more water in the creek. The road
access was quite boggy and the grass was considerably
higher than in November last year. After quite a bit of
chatter we headed off with young Cormac leading the
way. This was to be the order of the day. Cormac was
very patient with us oldies. The small pools were only marginally deeper but enough to cover the
tessellated rocks. We quickly reached the rock terraces. Several options were explored to ascend this
section with lots of photos taken. It is truly a stunning creek and would be spectacular if it was ever
flowing.
We continued on up the creek beyond where we had reached
previously then encountered a gully to the right. Jenny’s GPS
was telling her to continue up this side gully so off we went until
we struck lantana. Second morning tea was called and I took the
opportunity to get out my map. It was then that we discovered
Jenny’s go to point was an unnamed mountain to the west of Mt
Bridgman. We had blithely been going along with completely
different objectives. Whoops! So it was just a short backtrack to
the original creek then up and out into beautiful open woodland with grasstrees and tall gums. Rocky
outcrops with fantastic views were a reward for the steep climb. We headed up the ridgeline until we
had Mt Bridgman in our sites. However we decided to keep it for another day. Lunch was had as light
rain fell. We were soon heading back down via the ridge then into a gully and re-joining the creek. With
the rain making the black rocks extremely slippery we made slow progress back out to the cars.
I had a very enjoyable day and now I am determined to eventually make it to Mt Bridgman as it is such
lovely country up there. Thanks everyone for a good day out.
Kathy
Mike’s Peak
Sunday 5th July
A small group of us headed out to Homevale National Park early
in the morning on a day which looked very promising weather
wise. Visibility was perfect so all looked to be in order for a great
day out.
After parking the cars we headed off in a direct line until we
reached the ridge which would take us to the top of Mikes Peak.
Although it was steep in places it afforded some spectacular views
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on the way up and of course the 360° views from the peak were well worth the effort. We easily
reached the top in time for morning tea and some photo opportunities.
From here we descended via a long ridge with a few ups
and downs but again with expansive views. We could soon
see the arch where we were headed. As we dropped lower
we were able to see right through this hole in the rock. Kate
had never been there before so was keen to see it up close.
Eventually we reached the end of the ridge and had to take
the very steep descent – a lot of bottom sliding was
undertaken and perhaps we weren’t at our most elegant but
we all made it intact.
We worked our way along between 2 creeks, avoiding the temptation to head too early across to the
arch. We found the gully we were looking for and headed up the ridge beside it and were at the arch in
time for lunch. It’s years since I have been here and had forgotten how spectacular it is. We took our
time over lunch and again lots of happy snaps were made.
From the arch we headed down and across country
back to the old road which we followed back to the
cars. We walked consistently and at a steady pace and
were back by 2.45pm. Cormac, Penny’s grandson
collapsed in a heap on the backseat of the car he was
travelling in and announced “that’s it! I’m done with
walking forever.” Pretty impressive when a group of old
ladies (and Garry) can wear out a strapping 16 year
old! However some of the Junction’s famous chips
revived him and he was reconsidering the “forever” on
the end of his statement.
Thanks to everyone who came along – I think this walk is well worth the effort.
Jenny
Courtney Gap Lookout
Sunday 12th July
What a great new walk to add to add to the list. It was a
small group of 11 hikers including new guy Chris who
turned up for the exploratory walk up the mountain
behind Courtney Gap. This was Telina's first time
leader so a great thrill to lead off into the unknown.
Being a short walk there was plenty of time to socialise
as we stopped to look at various land marks and
viewpoints. Even before we started walking interest
was taken in the ruins of a WW2 army training shooting
target
range.
It
was easy to
find the track following a fence line up the mountain ridge. It
was a challenging slope being all up, but with altitude
comes views so we had many stops to look through gaps in
the trees toward Middle creek, Tara creek, Mt Tania and by
moving around to look different angles we spotted The
Leap and discussion confirmed Mackay harbour. Once we
left the track plunging into thick scrub we crossed to the
other side of the ridge to the sounds of Oo's and Arr's as
we came out on a rock escarpment with amazing views of
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Sarina Township, The rail complex of Jilalan and the large dunder processing ponds. Mt Funnel stood
out from the coastal lowlands and views of Sarina beach, Armstrongs Beach, Freshwater point and
various other inlets and landmarks. This was a great place to enjoy a leisurely lunch.
Once fed and refreshed it was a bit of a nervous trek above the escarpment on loose ground until
reaching a point where we could navigate down our way over large loose rocks into the head of Willy
Creek. Not a large creek and very dry but it was surrounded by awe striking size Mackay Cedars
among other trees and palms which Coral seemed to believe of a variety thought to be found only on
Mt Funnel. These she also noted on top. There were also golden orchards everywhere showing signs
of soon to be flowering. Not so impressive were patches of moonlighter to be avoided at all cost though
some were tasting its abundant rich red fruit. Once in the lower creek it was very easy walking for a
couple of km before finding where we exited into a paddock then a stroll along the road. A few groans
were emitted at the sight of a sharp hill which we had no choice but trudge up then in no time it was
back at the cars saying what a great day we had had. Plans are also being considered to venture
further up the ridge to potential lookout peaks since the route opens up all sorts of potential.
I must say thanks to our leader Telina for agreeing to lead the way, Coral for organising the Mackay
end of the trek and of course great company from everyone else making it a great day.
Thanks to all Celestine Lambert.

Smalleys Beach to CH Western Ridge
16 July
The weather was perfect and the views from the ridge were fabulous, we could not have had a better
day. I will let the photos speak for themselves .....
Penny
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Sydney Heads
19th July
What a great walk – 16 people, 9 who had not tackled this one before and perfect weather for walking.
The views were spectacular and quite a few people have emailed me photos so I will let them tell the
story. Only casualty for the day was Edie’s shorts which had the backside completely ripped out of
them on the scree slope. Thank goodness for gaffa tape! 

Images of
The
Images
Spikelets
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